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the Aetolian League, which provided a land army, while Rhodes
and Attains I, king of Pergamum, provided ships. Philip's
defeat was not decisive. He was obliged merely to pay
a sum of money, to resign the cities and territory which he
had taken in Asia, and to recognize the freedom of the Greek
cities and leagues. When Titus Quinctius Flamininus in the
name of the Roman people solemnly proclaimed the liberation
of Greece from Macedonian rule, the announcement was
hailed with enthusiasm in Greece and at Rome. Yet this
same policy of proclaiming the freedom of Greece was a regular
device in the Hellenistic East, in the strife of one empire
against another: the Ptolemies and Seleucids used it as
a war-cry in their contests with Macedonia, though that did
not prevent them from very arbitrary treatment of those
Greek cities which happened to lie within their own dominions.
But on this occasion the Greeks believed that they had at
last found a genuine and disinterested champion of their
freedom. For Rome was a free city, though the Greek qities
in Italy and Sicily received only a moderate allowance of
freedom from her. The leading Roman statesmen also re-
garded the freedom of Greece as something more than a mere
phrase : even to the injury of their own interests, they with-
drew their armies from Greece at the first opportunity, and
left the Hellenistic world to follow its own devices.
But this abstinence from interference in Greek affairs did
not last long. Soon after the end of the Macedonian war,
Antiochus III, first the ally and then the enemy of Philip,
was tempted to avail himself of a convenient opportunity, in
order to restore the rights of the Seleucid house over Asia
Minor—rights which had been upset by the formation of the
kingdom at Pergamum, the aggressions of Egypt, and the
declaration of independence proclaimed by many Greek cities.
Antiochus had recently been able, by a succession of brilliant
victories in the East, to enlarge the Seleucid Empire almost
to its former extent. For this he received the title of ' The
Great'. With Egypt he concluded an agreement, and it
seemed that Rome had no ground for interfering in the internal
affairs of the Hellenistic states in Asia. For a time she stuck
to the policy of non-interference : she was glad to leave Asia
to Antiochus and only insisted that he should not advance
farther west. But this moderate attitude of Rome and his
conviction of his own power drove Antiochus into adopting

